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Abstract. The Malia Stone Inscription is an extraordinary inscription in the Cretan
Hieroglyphic script, which is the only one known engraved on stone, excavated in 1937 at Malia,
Crete. Because of its cuplike cavity on top, the stone is thought to be a Minoan altar. The
inscription has drawn the attention of numerous archaeologists and researchers of the Aegean scripts
who have attempted to read the entire inscription or the separate signs on it. This study has been
conducted according to the theory of the Cretan Protolinear script, which is considered herein as the
original script that all the Aegean scripts evolved from. The proposed interpretation concludes that
the whole phrase is an invocation by a worshipper of his/her personal deity for the bringing of
wealth and happiness.
Keywords: Malia Stone altar, Malia Stone inscription, Cretan Hieroglyphics, Cretan
Protolinear script.

Introduction
The Malia Stone Inscription is an extraordinary inscription in the Cretan
Hieroglyphic (CH) script,1 the only one known engraved on stone,
excavated in 1937 at Malia, Crete.2 Because of its cuplike cavity on top, the
stone is thought to be a Minoan altar. The inscription has drawn the
attention of numerous archaeologists and researchers of the Aegean scripts
who have attempted to read the entire inscription or the separate signs on it
(fig. 1).
Unfortunately, the inscription has been circulated in a slightly
distorted form as copied firstly by Chapouthier,3 and then recopied by other
researchers such as Ridderstad,4 in the form shown below (fig. 2).
In his publication, Chapouthier5 numbers the inscription’s signs from
right to left, which is surely wrong, as we know that the main way of writing
Primary Education Directorate of Kavala, Greece; e-mail: ioakenanid@sch.gr.
School of Pedagogical and Technological Education, Greece; e-mail: papakitsev@sch.gr.
1 In this paper we used the following specific abbreviations: AHW - Akkadisches
Handwörterbuch; CH - Cretan Hieroglyphic; CP - Cretan Protolinear; LA - Linear A; LB Linear B; PSD - Pennsylvania Sumerian Dictionary, available online at:
http://psd.museum.upenn.edu/epsd/index.html, accessed 20 April 2017.
2 Ridderstad 2007, p. 1.
3 Chapouthier 1938.
4 Ridderstad 2007, p. 1.
5 Chapouthier 1938.
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the Minoan scripts was from left to right. Indeed, CH is often written in
different fanciful ways, for example, in vertical columns or around an image,
but never in a row from right to left. Right to left would surely confuse the
reader, as the ordinary Minoan script, Cretan Protolinear (CP),6 was always
written from left to right. Moreover, writing from right to left would be
considered inauspicious, if we judge from the fact that already in Homer the
rightward movement was considered the auspicious one. For example,
when a servant was serving food or wine, he/she had to do that starting
from the person on the left and moving on in a row to the right; also the
ancient Greek diviners would observe the birds while facing to the north,
and they interpreted rightward flying as auspicious, while leftward flying
birds were considered inauspicious. Alphabetic Greek was originally written
“επι τα λαια” (leftwards, continuing the Phoenician tradition), but later,
under the instruction of Pythagoras, it was stabilised as rightward, and the
reason was not only practical; the rightward movement was also considered
auspicious and that idea must have started from the Minoans - they would
not write their CP rightwards if that was not auspicious in their eyes.

Fig. 1. Photograph of the Malia Stone inscription 7

Fig. 2. The CH inscription on the Malia Stone according to Chapouthier 8

Presentation
Before interpreting the signs on the Malia Stone inscription, it is necessary
to present a more accurate image (fig. 3). The signs are numbered from left
to right, while the numbers of the repeated signs are highlighted in the same
colour. The inscription contains 13 different signs, three of which appear
twice (5/13, 6/15, 8/12), thus giving a total of 16 signs.
Regarded herein as the script that all the Aegean scripts evolved from: Willetts 1977, p.
100; Papakitsos, Kenanidis 2016.
7 Olivier, Godart 1996.
8 Chapouthier 1938.
6
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It is only common sense to accept that the inscription conveys
nothing other than a dedicatory ritual phrase, accomplishing the offering of
drink and food to the deity that the stone altar was dedicated to. All
attempts to assign a different role to the stone and the inscription have
resulted in ludicrous assumptions, such as that it served as a board game9 or
a measure for agricultural goods.10 To measure agricultural goods, any
bucket would be appropriate and would not require an inscription. It was
not necessary for that purpose to devote hours to carving a stone that could
not be carried and whose cup could hold no more than a handful of goods.
As to a board game, any wooden board would be suitable. Again it was not
necessary to devote so many hours of work to cutting, smoothing out and
inscribing a stone. A board game should have some geometric pattern for
placing the game’s pieces. Instead, the Malia Stone has only this inscription,
which could not serve the purpose of any game. We do not know of any
Minoan game board found, and this is not the only stone offering table
known in Minoan Crete: many analogous stone tables have been discovered
there, all having both a shallow cavity for holding the ritually offered food
and drink and a dedicatory inscription.
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Fig. 3. Accurate depiction of the Malia Stone inscription
(after L. Godart, J.-P. Olivier)

This inscription is most interesting to us because of its affinity to CP.
Most CH inscriptions have their signs fancifully turned in different
directions, often in very manneristic forms, and arranged in such a manner
that it is difficult to know the order in which the signs are to be read. In
contrast, this CH inscription clearly follows the arrangement rules of the
CP, which are well known from Linear A (LA) and even better from Linear
B (LB).11 We shall interpret the inscription’s signs,12 numbered as shown in
fig. 4. So, according to CP,13 the whole inscription is read:

Hillbom 2005.
Ridderstad 2007, p. 1.
11 See below the discussion of sign #3.
12 Marked by “#”.
13 Kenanidis 1992; Kenanidis 2011; Kenanidis, Papakitsos 2015; Papakitsos, Kenanidis
2015.
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“pu de ti ŋə hi ho e lo pi po(s) te lo hi so ho wə!”
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Fig. 4. The Malia Stone inscription with the phonetic values of signs

The “(s)” and the exclamation mark “!” of the above Latin-alphabet
transliteration will be explained later. Some possible doubts need to be
cleared. A Minoan writing sign is not identified until its pictorial origin is
known, because every Minoan phonetic sign represented an object, which
was explicit to the users of the script. Therefore, in identifying the signs of
this inscription, the object that each sign represented should be identified
firstly.
Identification
SIGN #1:
This is {pu} and not {ŋi}. CH should well differentiate {pu} from {ŋi}, as
we see for example on the tablets designated KN Hh (08) 02 (fig. 5a) and
KN Hh (08) 03 (fig. 5b), written by the same hand. The differentiation is
due to the fact that {pu} represented a cultivated tree reproduced by
asexual means, while {ŋi} any tree found in the wild, reproduced by seeds,
was represented by the fig tree with its characteristic big leaves sketched in
the sign for {ŋi}.
SIGN #2:
This is clearly the sign {de}, representing a metal ingot; one of the
commonest signs on CH inscriptions.

(a): CH sign {pu} on tablet KN Hh
(08) 02

(b): CH sign {ŋi} on tablet KN Hh
(08) 03

Fig. 5. CH signs {pu} and {ŋi} by the same hand
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SIGN #3:
Again one of the commonest CH signs, this sign is {ti}, representing
an arrowhead. It should not to be confused with the spear {šo}, because
CH clearly differentiates between the two, as the spear ({šo}) is depicted
with a long shaft, while the arrow ({ti}) is represented by its metallic head
alone. For example, on the prism of fig. 6 we see the spear ({šo}) on the
upper left, marked in yellow, while two occurrences of {ti}, which was
much more common than {šo} in the inscriptions, are marked in red. In the
same inscription, we can clearly see how each sign used to be drawn, facing
in different directions, according to favourite habits of CH. For example,
the axe sign {to}, seen twice on the right, is highlighted in green. The Malia
Stone inscription is clearly differentiated from that habit, as we see the signs
arranged in the mode of CP, which is:
- all signs are written on a straight (drawn or notional) line, from left
to right;
- all signs are made as thin as possible (more tall than wide);
- all signs are shown standing upright, with pointed (or thinner) side
up.

Fig. 6. Prismatic seal with 8 rows of CH text14

This does not only show an influence from CP, which was the main
mode of writing for the Minoans, but also helps us to identify and ascertain
the pictorial origin of the signs.
SIGN #4:
This sign was badly copied by Chapouthier15 and the researchers who
immediately followed, so it was previously impossible to correctly identify.
As we can see in fig. 3 and the photograph (fig. 1), the sign cannot be taken
14
15

Olivier, Godart 1996.
Chapouthier 1938.
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for anything suggested by its form as copied (fig. 2). Sign #4 cannot be
interpreted unless in the light of the discovery that every Minoan written
sign was used for the Sumerian16 name of the object represented by it. The
CP syllable {ŋə} was certainly not used in Achaean Greek (i.e., LB), and
generally not in languages conveyed by LA. So, it may be attested only in
CH (fig. 7), where some signs seem to depict “eggs.” The word for “egg(s)”
is found in Cuneiform as “nunuz” (basically “egg,” metaphorically “ovoid
beads”). In AHW,17 “nunuz” is also glossed with the Akkadian līpu(m)
(a): Possible forms in CH

(c): Cuneiform sign NUNUZ

(b): A tablet with the sign in CH
(d): Pre-Cuneiform forms of NUNUZ

Fig. 7. About #4; CH and Mesopotamian Sumerian signs for eggs or testicles

“descendant.” This “nunuz” has been formed by reduplication (as apart
from compounds and suffixed forms, all Sumerian nouns were
monosyllabic); the sign NUNUZ (fig. 7c) was also read as “nuz,” “nus,”
and “nunu.” So, the original Sumerian word for eggs must have been
“ŋə(θ);” the coda consonant is not very clear, but Cuneiform “z” stands for
Sumerian /θ/.

The affinity of the Aegean scripts to Sumerian has been attested by: Kenanidis 1992;
Fischer 2004, p. 34-40; Szałek 2008; Davis 2011, p. 65-68; Kenanidis 2011; Kenanidis,
Papakitsos 2015; Papakitsos, Kenanidis 2015; Szałek 2015; Kenanidis 2016; Papakitsos,
Kenanidis 2016.
17 von Soden 1958-1981.
16
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SIGN #5(/13):
This sign has been shown in Kenanidis 18 to depict a writing tablet that
was called “hi(m)” in Sumerian (found as “im” in Cuneiform), so the sign
had the phonetic value {hi}. Note here that by “h” we represent, for
convenience, the sound /x/, traditionally rendered as “ḫ;” the same
convention is used in PSD.
SIGN #6(/15):
This sign has been shown in Kenanidis 19 to depict a woman’s breasts,
named “ho(p)” in old Sumerian. It is found in Cuneiform as “ubur” where ur is a common noun-suffix, something analogous to a definite article. It
was not a taboo in Sumerian language and script - where even signs
representing male and female genitals were common. Far from being
obscene, the female breast inspired respect and honour, presented even in
public: noble ladies with bare breasts were often depicted in Minoan art. In
Mesopotamia there was the same attitude, as can be seen in literature and
art. In Sollberger,20 there is also found a nobleman named “sur-ubur” (“The
Hero of the Breast”). This Malia Stone inscription is particularly useful for
ascertaining the pictorial origin of this sign: although there is a clear
tendency, following the CP script, to make all signs slim and tall rather than
wide, and to draw them with their pointed or thinner side up, this sign is
drawn (both times) with the pointed side down, and significantly more wide
than tall. The reason is obvious: a woman’s breasts could not be depicted
apart from as normally seen in reality. They could not be depicted with the
nipples upwards or both pointing to the right, for example, because the
natural image of a woman’s breasts is this, with nipples hanging downwards.
Other CH inscriptions show the signs turned in various directions, so they
are not helpful in this aspect, but this particular inscription, which has the
signs as ordinarily written (in CP), does reaffirm to us that the sign depicted
is a lady’s breasts.
SIGN #7:
This sign is obviously the same as the sign “e” of LB (LB38); it
represented a 3-storey building (an administrative or religious one, not a
private house). The word is found in Cuneiform as “eš3” (also note that the
syllabic coda consonants were not pronounced in Sumerian, unless followed
by the vowel of a suffix).
SIGN #8(/12):

Kenanidis 2011, p. 99-100.
Ibid., p. 124-125.
20 Sollberger 1966.
18
19
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This is obviously homomorph to the sign “ro/lo” of LB (LB2) and
the sign “LO” of the Cypriot Greek syllabary. In Kenanidis,21 it is explained
that its CP phonetic value was LO, not RO, and that it represented a
gazelle, called “lo(h)” in Sumerian.
SIGN #9:
This clearly depicted a sword or knife, so it is homomorph to LB39,
with phonetic value {pi}. More than the forms of LB39, the homomorph in
LA and in Cypro-Minoan is close in shape to the sign on the Malia Stone.
In Mesopotamian Sumerian script, the sign for sword/knife is depicted with
its point down (fig. 8).
Linear B LB39 (pi)22

Linear A LA312

Linear B ideogram LB233 (sword)

Cypro-Minoan

Pre-Cuneiform

Fig. 8. The signs for sword/knife (pi)

SIGN #10:
This sign, more than all other signs in the inscription, calls for
particular attention. We know that the CP sign for {po} depicted a vine,
called “po(s)” in old Sumerian. However, the Minoan sign for vine (po), as
we know it from LB, LA and Cypro-Minoan, was of a totally different
image than that in the Mesopotamian Sumerian Script: while “vine” was
represented in Minoan Linear scripts by a sketch of a vine supported by
props, in the Mesopotamian script (Cuneiform and Pre-cuneiform) “vine”
was represented by a sketch of the vine’s leaf, with point down (fig. 9).
Such differences between the two types of script (Aegean on the one hand
and Mesopotamian on the other) are many. But what is exciting here, is that
the Malia Stone’s scribe chose a sign for {po} which is essentially the same
as the Mesopotamian sign for vine, and not the sign we know for vine in
21
22

Kenanidis 1992, p. 23; Kenanidis 2011, p. 121-123.
Ventris, Chadwick 1956.
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the Aegean Linear scripts. This means that the knowledge of the
Mesopotamian sign for vine, as a sketch of the leaf, still survived in Minoan
Crete at the time of the inscription. According to the tendencies of the CP
script (see above, under SIGN #3), the vine-leaf sign was used with point
up, and was made more slender than the corresponding Mesopotamian sign.
Linear B LB11 (pο)23

Linear A LA312

PreCuneiform

Linear B ideogram LB131 (wine)

Cypriot Greek PO

Cuneiform

Fig. 9. The signs for vine/wine (po)

The phonetic changes from “pos-tan” to “ŋeš-tin” are easily
explained by very common phonetic laws in the different dialects of
Sumerian.24 We said previously that the inscription is read:
pu de ti ŋə hi ho e lo pi po(s) te lo hi so ho wə!
and now it is the time to explain why the sign {po} might have been read as
“pos” (and not simply “po”) in this text. It can be seen that the phrase is
full of assonance characteristic of a poetic or a ritual/magical style of
speech. The phrase can be divided into smaller parts as:
pudetiŋəhiho elopipo(so) telohisoho wə!
not that these were exactly the text’s words, but only to show the word-play
and assonance. In particular, “elopipo(so)” corresponds in sound to
“telohisoho;” this assonance would be even stronger if the sign {po} was
here read “pos,” which would in fact sound “poso” because the Sumerian
23
24

Ibid.
Kenanidis, Papakitsos 2013.
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language always required an epenthetic vowel in order to be able to
pronounce a coda consonant.
It was indeed possible in CH to read a syllabic sign with not only its
proper syllable, but also with its full name (even if the full name required a
suffix or an epenthetic vowel to be pronounced), and that happened
especially when the sign meant the thing that it depicted.25 Therefore, this
means that the sign {po} (vine leaf) was probably read “pos(o)” here and
was used for the word “pos” that meant “a grapevine.” It was not
uncommon to use a plant’s name in an incantation or a religious formula.
We know of a Mesopotamian Sumerian incantation26 written “giššinig giš-gi
giš-an ki-sikil-le mú-a” and pronounced approximately thus: “šenigi gii ŋiθaan kee-segelee muda;” translated word by word as “a tamarisk of a
canebrake, a tree of the sky (i.e., a tall tree), in earth pure (i.e., in a pure
place) growing.” We could also refer to the importance of the vine as a
symbol in the Christian religion. Although Christianity came much later,
many Christian symbols have an ancient Mesopotamian origin, and the vine
was important in religious contexts in Mesopotamia. We only mention here
that Dumuzi’s sister’s name27 was “ĝeštin-an-na,” meaning “the vine of
heaven.”
SIGN #11:
The well-known sign for “te,” homomorph of LB4, depicted an ear
of corn.
SIGN #14:
Forms of the sign
in Pre-cuneiform
(ATU 1)

Linear B B12 {so}28
A
reconstruction
of the sign in
CP

Fig. 10. The sign {so} (head)
For more on this unusual mode of reading syllabic signs in CH, see: Kenanidis 2016.
Bendt 1972, p. 92.
27 Bendt 1972.
28 Ventris, Chadwick 1956.
25
26
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This is easily identified because it clearly depicts a human head in
profile, facing rightwards. When a CH sign is of a known pictorial origin,
then it is identified as a sign. The head sign is common in all types of
Minoan and Mesopotamian writing. It is explained in full detail by
Kenanidis29 that the head sign stood for the syllable {so}, because “head”
was “so(p)” in the old Sumerian that appears as “sa(ŋ)” in Cuneiform,
according to the well known phonological correspondences between
dialects.
SIGN #16:
It is questionable whether the sixteenth sign is really a sign. The
photograph (fig. 1) shows that the stone is broken off right next to that
sign, but, from what we can see, it does not appear that the sign continued
onto the part that has been broken off. In other words, it appears that no
part of that last sign is missing. Sign #16 is only a vertical line, quite a bit
longer than the other, “ordinary” signs, and its bottom end is marked with a
wide hole in the stone, as with the common practice in CH to mark the end
of lines with holes. The top end, however, is not marked with any hole; it is,
rather, tapering, as if the line was drawn from the bottom upwards and the
chisel left the stone at the top of the vertical line, the way a stylus used to
leave clay tablets. That vertical line, which is sign #16 of this inscription, is
perhaps reminiscent of a line separating words. In LB, a small vertical line is
used for the separation of words, but that is very short; even shorter than
half of the sign’s height. In LA, there is often no word division mark used,
while some tablets and stone inscriptions have words divided by small dots
only. On the other hand, this final line of the inscription is about one-and-ahalf times the height of the other signs. It is not really a word-dividing
mark; if the scribe used a word division mark, that would also have been
used within the text, not only at the end. In fact, LB (and LA, as explained)
use word-dividing marks between words, but no such marks at the end of
the text. The end of the text or of the phrase is only shown by an empty
space at the end of the line or of the tablet. So it is clear that the sixteenth
sign is not a word-dividing line, but works as a finalising mark.
A finalising mark pronounced as a syllable was necessary for every
invocation, just analogous to pressing the “enter” key when we enter some
words into the computer. Indeed, invocatory texts like this always have
some finalising mark, orally given if not written. For example, Christian
prayers end with “amen,” Muslim and Zoroastrian prayers end with “amin,”
in Sanskrit there are several such finalising sacred words, such as “swāhā;”
Vedic sacrificial formulas were concluded with “waṣaṭ” or “wāuṣaṭ,” on the
hearing of which the performing priest would instantly immolate the
29

Kenanidis 1992, p. 22; Kenanidis 2011, p. 126-129.
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sacrificial victim. Such words as “swāhā,” “waṣaṭ” and “wāuṣaṭ” do not
belong to any part of speech, and they are not used in a language, unless to
finalise an invocation. As such words extend beyond all borders, it is quite
likely that the Malia Stone invocation also ended with an exclamatory
sound, similar to analogous exclamations in Sanskrit and other languages.
By its shape, this sixteenth sign indicates the end of the invocation: it is
shaped like a long border that forces the “walking” signs, the whole phrase,
to stop. In some way, it is also open to the sky but rooted in the earth, as
symbolised by the finalising hole at the bottom of the line (“earth”), while
there is no such finalizing element at the top (“heaven”). So, the sign’s
shape in itself is a finalising mark of the invocation.
Additionally, the same shape indicates how the sign was to be
pronounced as the concluding invocatory exclamation. It is the shape of a
simplified and stylised sign {wə} which represents a penis. It is also
explained in Kenanidis30 that the CP sign {wə} has been found in LA
inscriptions (six variant forms of the sign are known in LA; a seventh
variant is this CH occurrence on the Malia Stone). The sign was found
mainly in stone offering tables’ inscriptions, written in LA. The sign’s
phonetic value {wə} came from the Sumerian word “wə(s)” (found in
Cuneiform as “UŠ”), which meant “erection; male vigour,” by synecdoche
“penis.” As nasalisation was not written in the Minoan scripts, it is possible
that “wə” was nasalised, in the mode of the most typical Sanskrit “bija”
mantras, which normally have a “nāda” (vowel lengthening) and a “bindu”
(nasalisation).
Interpretation
Now, to read the inscription as a whole, representing the nasalised “ə” as
“ə̃” we have:
pu-de-ti-ŋə-hi-ho e-lo-pi-po(so) te-lo-hi-so-ho wə̃!
We divide the text into three parts in assonance to each other:
[1]: pu-de-ti-ŋə-hi-ho; [2]: e-lo-pi-po(so); [3]: te-lo-hi-so-ho.
In particular, [2] is in assonance to [3]. The whole phrase is concluded with
the ritual exclamation “wə.̃ ” The whole phrase is an invocation to the
worshipper’s personal deity to bring wealth and happiness. People in many
parts of the world, at least in the eastern Mediterranean, honoured their
personal deities; it is a concept similar to that of a guarding angel in
Christianity. The concept is very clearly seen in the book of Jonah in the
Bible: when the ship was in great danger due to the storm, every person in
30

Kenanidis 2011, p. 52-53.
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the ship prayed to his own personal deity, but Jonah was sleeping and
snoring; they woke him up, saying “how can you be snoring! Get up and
pray to your personal deity, so we may be saved from the storm!” As
something about Jonah appeared suspicious, they added a question: “Who
is your deity?” Jonah answered that he worshipped the one God, who is the
maker and lord of heaven and earth. The people in the ship were awed to
hear that; not that they did not believe in that one God, but they did not
know people who worshipped the one supreme God as their personal deity.
Conclusions
It has been argued herein that the Malia Stone invokes the worshipper’s
personal deity and not the universal God, which the Sumerians worshipped
as An, because the symbol for God/An (the double axe) is not presented in
the inscription. Furthermore, there is no symbol of the highest Goddess
(her symbol being same as the sign {me}: LB13) nor even the symbol of
union of the supreme forces, that being the same as the sign {pete} (LB62).
Furthermore, it is estimated that the personal deity worshipped in this
inscription was named after some plant(s), since we see the sign {po}
(grapevine), probably used to mean “grapevine” in this text, and also the
text starts with {pu} (fruit bearing tree). The part “te-lo” in the inscription
might have been the Sumerian word “tel” (“complete”), written “til.”31
From time to time, the person who set up this offering table offered some
food (e.g., grains) or drink (e.g., wine; given the connection of the deity to
the grapevine) in the shallow pit of the stone (which, being about 15 cm in
diameter, could take about a handful) and recited the magic words, which
stood permanently on the stone as a permanent prayer. The notion of
permanent prayer is similarly found on Tibetan prayer wheels. 32
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